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Introduction
Let M = G/K be a compact homogeneous space of a compact semi-simple
Lie group G. Let V be a complex homogeneous vector bundle on M. The group
G acts naturally on the space of sections T{V) of V. By a theorem of Peter and
Weyl, T(V) is a unitary direct sum of finitedimensional representations of G. It
is an important problem to decompose T{V) into irreducible (j-modules. By the
Frobenius reciprocity theorem, the problem is divided into two parts:
1. How does an irreducible G-module decompose as a ^-module (branching
law)?
2. How does the fiber Vq decompose as a A'-module?
In spite of its importance there are not so many pairs (G,K) of which the
branching law is investigated. For instance, see the list in Strese [7]. The
branching law of the compact symmetric pair of rank one are fully explained
except the case (F4,Spin(9)). On the branching law of the pair (F4,Spin(9)), we
have a result of Lepowsky [5].But his result is not sufficientto decompose the
space of sections T(V).
A section of f＼p{T*M ) is a (complex) /?-form on M. Since the Laplacian
on M acting on /?-forms commutes with the action of G, A is a scalar operator
on each irreducible component of f＼p{T*Mc) and the eigenvalue is calculated
by Freudenthal's formula [3]. By this program, the spectra of /j-forms on
spheres and complex projective spaces are calculated by Ikeda and Taniguchi
[3], and the spectra of quaternion projective spaces and real Grassmann
manifolds of 2-planes are calculated by Strese [8] and Tsukamoto [91. The
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decomposition of the space f＼l(M) of 1-forms on a compact irreducible
Riemannian symmetric space M is given by Kaneda [4].
In this paper, we calculate the spectra of the Laplacian acting on p-forms
(0 < p < 5) on the Cayley projective plane.
The author would like to express his sincere gratitude to the referee for his
valuable comments.
1. Preliminaries
Let G be a compact connected Lie group and M be a homogeneous space
of G. Take a point o of M and let K be the isotropy subgroup of G at o. We
denote by g and f the Lie algebras of G and A" respectively. Let E be a G-
homogeneous complex vector bundle on M. The fiber Eo over o is a Z"-module.
The space of smooth sections of E on M is denoted by T(E). Let C00(G!;£'o)be
the space of smooth Iso-valued functions on G and put
Cco{G]Eq)k = {/ g C°°(G;£o)|/(≪£)= fc-TXa) for any ≪e G and k e K}.
We have natural actions of G on T(E) and on C°°(G;lso)xand a natural G-
isomorphism
jiC^Gj^-IXE); f-+[g-0->gf(g)].
Each element of the Lie algebra g of leftinvariant vector fields on G acts on
C°°(G;Eo) as a left invariant linear differentialoperator. The action of g on
Cco(G]Eq) is extended to that of the universal enveloping algebra C/(g) of g in a
natural manner. An element LRX of Hom(Eo,Eo) R U(q) acts (as a linear
differentialoperator) on CCO(G;J£'O)by
(LRX){f)=L(Xf) feC (G;E0).
Define an action of K on Hom^,^) R t/(g) by A:(LR X) = (kLk~l) R
,4rf(fc)X for k e K. A ^-invariant element D of Hom(£'o,£'o)<g)C/(g) leaves the
subspace CCO(G;EO)K invariant and induces a G-invariant linear differential
operator of T(E). Conversely every G-invariant linear differentialoperator of
F(E) is obtained in the above manner.
Let T be a maximal torus of G and t be its Lie algebra. Take an Ad(G)-
invariant inner product <, > on g. Let (V,p) be a complex representation of G.
For an element let, put
Vx = {X e V＼p(H)(X) = V/ZT<A, H)X for any Het}.
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If Vx ^ 0, then X is called the weight and Vx is called the weight space. Especially,
if (V,p) = (Q ,ad), then a weight is called a roof and a weight space is called a
roof space. We denote by E(G) the set of non-zero roots of G with respect T and
E+(G) the set of all positiveroots. For the sake of brevity,we normalize the inner
product <, > so that the length of long root is equal to 2. We denote by <2)(G)the
set of all equivalence classesof the complex irreduible representations of G. Let
VG{X) be a representation space of an element k of Q){G).
Take a X-invariant Hermitian inner product in Eo and extend it to a
unitary structure on E. For each irreducible complex representation VG(y), we
define a map Ay of V(y) <g>HomK(Vy,Eo) to CCO(G;E0)K by
Ay{vRL){g)=L{g-l-v).
Then we have the following:




Assume that T is also a maximal torus of K (namely G and K are of the
same rank.) We denote by f and t the Lie algebras of K and T respectively. We
denote by £(AT) the set of all non-zero roots of fc with respect to tc. By our
assumption Y,(K) is contained in X(G). We denote by I,+(K) the set of positive
roots of fc.
Let yl,...,yr e t be the set of elements of E+(G)＼E+ (K). For every v e t,we
denote by P(v) the number of non-negative integral r-tuples (n＼,...,nr) such
that v = £;=1 njyj.
Let W be the Weyl group of G. Let D(G) and D(K) be the set of dominant
integral linear forms for G and K respectively. Then we can identify D(G) [resp.
D(K)] with the set 9{G) [resp. R{K)] of all finitedimensional irreducible G-
[resp. K-] modules. For each X e D(G) [resp. jxe D(K)], we denote by FG(/l)
[resp. VK{n)] the irreducible G- [resp. K-] module which corresponds to
X e D(G) [resp. fte D(K)} (i.e.,the irreducible G- [resp. J^-]module with highest
weight A [resp. //]).Since ATis compact, VG(X) is decomposed into irreducible K-
modules:
VG{X) = £ m(X,p)VK(/i)
HsD{K)






where 8 is half the sum of positive roots of qc.
For the proof, we refer to Lepowsky [5],[6] or Cartier [2]
2. Cayley protective plane
2.1 Root and weight system of F4 and Spin{9). Thy Cayley projective
plane CaJ°2is isomorphic to the coset space G/K for G = F4, K = Spin(9). Let
T be a maximal toras of Spin{9). We denote by g,I and t the Lie algebras of G,
K and T respectively. The complexification tc of tis a Cartan subalgebra of qc
and !c. Under a suitable choise of an orthonormal. base {ei,62,£3,^4}of t, the
set of roots X(G) [resp. £(AT)] of qc [resp. fc] with respect to tc are
S(G) =
!(*) =




+ 1, S＼ ･ S2
■S3 ･ S4
Define a lexicographic order > in t by
6i > £2> £3> £4> 0.










£,(!<*< 4), ei±Ej(l<i<j<4), |
£i±£/(1 < i <j <4)
(1/2) Y＼ SjSj(s＼= I,s2,si,s4 = ±,s2-s3 -s4 = -1)
}






aiSj＼a＼> a2 > 03 > 04 > 0, a＼ > d2 + as + a^
i=l
4
J2 ^#1 ^h>h> ＼b4＼M>h2 + b3+b4
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A linear form Yli=＼ atBi *s an integral form for F4, which is also an integral
form for Spin(9), if and only if 2a＼, a＼ ― a2, a2 ― a-x, and 03 ― 04 are integers.
The set of simple roots of 21(G) with respect to > is
ai=£2-£3, 0£2= £3-£4, a3=e4, a4 = (si - £2 - £3 - £4)/2,
and the set of simple roots of 1>(K) with respect to > is
fix = £3 - £4, fi2=82~ ≪3, fil = £3 + £4, P4 = (el - £2 - £3 - &0/2.
The set of fundamental weights of 21(G) with respect to > is
Ai = £1 + £2, h = 2fii + £2 + £3, ^3 = (3ei + £2 + £3 + &0/2, A4 = £1,
and the set of fundamental weights of l.(K) with respect to > is
H = (£1 + £2 + £3 - &0/2, /i2 = £1 + £2, iii = (3ei + £2 + £3 + fi4)/2, ^4 = £1.
Half the sum of positive roots of G is
S = (ll/2)ei + (5/2)£2 + (3/2)fi3 + (1/2)6*.













(l/2)HUSjejte = ±1>TLSi = v
Each set Kt Is isomorphic to a root system of type b*. We denote by Sa, the linear
transformation on t defined by Sa(H) = H ―2≪<x,//>/<a, a≫a. Let if/= S^o Sa3.
Then i/racts on the set {^1,^2,^3} as a permutation:
Let W be the subgroup of WiF*) generated by {StAcneKi}.
Lemma 1. The Weyl group W(Fa) is the sernidirectproduct o/{l,i/f,＼J/2}
i nrt
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Let U be the subgroup of W(F%) generated by {SEl,SE2,Sei,Sei} and V be the
symmetric group of 4 characters. Then the group W is the semidirect product of
V and U. The group W{Fa) is the disjointunion of 3 right cosets of W ([5]).It
is easy to see that 3 right cosets W, Wijt and W'(Sa3 ･ijj2)of W are mutually
disjoint subsets. We will use the following coset space decomposition of W{F^).
(1) W(F4) = W'U W'＼l*U W'{Saj oi//2).
2.3 Decomposition of f＼p(TeK{C&P2)) . The complexified cotangent space
of the Cayley projective plane CaP2 at the origin o = eK is an irreducible
Spin(9)-module with highest weight jiA.Let {<≫i|l< i < 16} be the set of weights
of (ro(CaP2)) .The multiplicity of each weight a>iis equal to 1. Thus the set of
weights of /＼P(TO(C&P2))C is as follows
{coh H +o)ip＼h<･･■ <ip}.
Count the multiplicitiesof dominant integral weights and looking the table of
dominant integral weight multiplicities,we can decompose f＼p(TO(C%P2))C into
<S/H≪(9)-irreducible
modules.
For example, the multiplicities of dominant integral weights of
/＼2(TO{C*P2))C are as follows:
On the other hand, the multiplicitiesof Vk(/j,3)are as follows (see, for example,
[1]):
and the multiplicitiesof VK(fi2) are follows:
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Thus we have the following decomposition:
f＼2(T0(CzP2)f=vK(^)RvKM
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We give the table of the highest weights of irreducible 5pi≪(9)-submodules
of A'(i;(cap2))c





3 [12+1*4, Ml +1*4
4 2^4 2u, Hx +M2 Mi + 2M4
2w>
5 M＼ + 1*4 fi2+Mi 3/"4 2fix + fi4
Ml + ^2+^4
6 fh Pi Hi+Mi Mi +M3
HX + 2ju4 Mi + 2/"4 2u, + u2 2/i, + n*
7 ^4 M＼+Ma fh+IH Hi+HA
8 0 M＼ A*3 2ua
2* M＼+M3 ≪,+ 2u4 2u2
n2 + n% 2^, 3/1, 2u, + u.
2//i + 2/iA 4u,
The multiplicityof each Spm(9)-submodule is 1
3. Branching Law of (F4, $pin(9))
3.1 Lepowsky's result. Lepowsky proved the following
Theorem 3 (Lepowsky [5],[6]). (1) Let X e @(F4), jue @(Spin(9)). Suppose
X is the highest weight of a class 1 finite dimensional irreducible representation of
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F4, so that X ―aX＼[ae Z+). Then m(A,fi) = 1 iff hi ― b^ ― ―b$ and b＼+ bi < a;
otherwise m(A,fi) = 0.
(2) Let A = ^It1Mie^(F4). Then tt= a2ei +0352 + 0463-0464 e9(Spin(9)),
and m(X,fi) = 1.
Here we give a short review on a part of his proof of the above theorem.
For two real numbers x,y we write x^y ot y>^x＼i y ―xisa non-negative
integer and we write x -<y or y >- x for the relation x ^ y and x ^ y. The
partition function P is described by the following:
Lemma 2 (Lepowsky [5]). Let v ― Yli=ixiei^e an integrallinear form. Then












Pi d xt (1 < / < 4).
For the sake of completeness, we give the proof of Lemma.
Proof. Let
yx = (ei+ £2+ £3+ &0/2,
y2 = (ei+ e2 - e3- e4)/2,
73 = (fii- £2+ £3~ £4)/2,
74 = (fil- £2- £3+ £4)/2.
Then I,+(G)＼I,+(K) consists of £,･(!</< 4) and yt(1 < i < 4). Thus P(v) is the
number of elements of the set
4
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Put pi = Xi ― yt (1 < i < 4). Then (j>i,... ,j>4,zi,･ ･. ,24) is contained in ^*(v)
if and only if
Pi +P2+P1+PA =2zi,
i?l +i?2 -/≫3 -^4 = 2^2,
(5) {
P＼ -Pi +P3 ~PA = 2z3,
pi -pi-pi +P4 = 2z4.
Thus, if (yi,... ,y4,zi,... ,zi) is contained in 0*(v), then p[s satisfy (2), (3) and
(4). Conversely if p＼s satisfy (2), (3) and (4) then (y＼,... ,j>4,zi,... ,za) defined by
yt = Xi ―pi{＼ < i < 4) and (5) is contained in 0>{y). Q.E.D.
For allintegrallinear forms v and £ and a subset X of W, we put
M*(£) = ]Tdet(a)P(a(v)-£).
aeX
Lemma 3 (Lepowsky [5]). Let v = Y^t=＼xieiand £= Zw=i J^" be integral
linear forms. If we assume that x＼> x2 > x$ > x4 > 0, then Mvc/(<f)is the number
of real quadruples {pi,P2,P3,P4) satisfying (2), (3) and the condition
-xt - yi ■<Pi ■<xt -yt (1 < 1 < 4).
For an integral linear form v = X^=i ^^(^l > ^2 > -^3> ^4 > 0), we define
T(v)t = {t e R＼- x＼-<t^. -x2 or x2 -< t ^ x＼},
T(v)2 = {t e R＼- x2 -< t < -x3 or x3 -< t < x2},
T(v)3 = {t e R＼- x?,-< t･< -JC4 or X4 -< t -< X3},
T(v)4 = {t e R＼- x4 -< t < x4}.







Lemma 4 (Lepowsky [5]). Let v = Y^t=＼xi£iand ^ = Z)jt=i^/£/be integral
linear forms. Assume that x＼> xi > X3 > X4 > 0. Then M^'(Q = Nv(£).
The above lemma, with (1) and Theorem 2, implies
(7) m{X, ii) = NX+S(M + d) + NiM). (fi + S)- N{k+sr (/i+ S)
where
We omit the proofs of Lemma 3 and Lemma 4.
For a real quadruple p = (pi,P2,P3,Pa), we put
M＼{p) = -pi -Pi -P4, M2(p) = -p2 +P3 +P4,
Ml{p) =P2-P3+P4, M4(p) = p2 + P3 ~ P4-
If we put M(p) =m3LX＼<j<4Mj(p), then (2) is equivalent to
p＼ > M{p).
Since M＼{p) ― Mi(p),M＼(p) ―M${p) and M＼(p) ―M^{p) are even integers,(3)
is equivalent to
p＼- MAp) = 0 (mod 2) for some j.
Lemma 5. Let v = X^=i xi£ibe an integral linear form satisfying x＼> X2 >
X3 > X4 > 0 and [i be a dominant integral form for Spin(9). Then
Nv(fi+5)= J2 det(r)eT> + <S).
t6K,t(1)=1
Proof. Put /i= Ylj=i ^j£jan(i P + $ = X]/=i yjej- Namely
y{ = bi + 11/2, y2 = b2 + 5/2, y3 = b3 + 3/2, y4 = b4 + 111.
Let/? = (pi,P2,P3,P4) be a real quadruple satisfying(2),(3) and (6). Assume that
t(1) ^ 1. Since pi+y＼e T(v)2UT(v)3 U T(v)4 we have
i?i < x2 - y＼= x2 - b＼- 11/2.
There existsH=-＼ such that x{j) ― 1. Since Pj + yj e 7'(v)1 we have
b/l > x2 - ＼yA>x2-bi- 11/2 >Pi.
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From (2), we have
P＼> ＼pi＼,P＼> ＼p*＼and p＼ > |p4|,
which is a contradiction. Thus Q*(fi + d) = 0 and the Lemma is proved. Q.E.D.
3.2 Further calculation of Nv(X). Let v = J2t=i xi8'be an integral form
with xi > x2 > x3 > X4 > 0. We put
= {x＼+ 1 - i＼＼i＼g Z, 1 < i＼<x＼- X2},
T(v)°2= {t＼x3^ t±x2}
= {x2 + 1 - i2＼he Z, 1 < i2 < x2 - x3},
T{v)l = {t＼-x2<t± -x3}
= {-X3 + 1 - h＼i2G Z, 1 <i2<X2- X3},
r(v)° = {t＼xA^Hx3}
= {x3 + 1 ―h＼h g Z, 1 < 13 < x3 ―X4},
T{y)＼ = {t＼-x3^t± -x4}
= {―X4 + 1 ― /31Z3G Z, 1 < I3 < X3 ―X4},
T(v)4 = {t＼~X4~<tl X4}
= {X4 + 1 ―/4I/4G Z, 1 < I4 < 2^4}.
Let /?= (pi,P2,P3,P4) be a real quadruple satisfying(2), (3) and (6). Since
pi > 0 and t(1) = 1 (see the proof of Lemma 5), we have p＼+ (b＼+ 11/2) g
^(v). Let ^(^)(re F,t(1) = 1,52,53 =0,1) be the set of real quadruples








*?**#) = iP E Ks^sMpi > m(p)> pi + m(p) = ° (mod2)}-
If we denote by QlSlSi{C} the number of elements of 2T*S (£),then we have
(8)
Let
T6K,T(1) = 1 52,^3=0
Iv = ([l,xi - x2] x [I,x2-x3] x [l,x3-x4] x [I,2x4])nz4
and pr S2S3 be a mapping of Iv to R4 defined by






*2-JV->(2) + ! -h, if J2 = 0,
-x3 - yr-i{2)+ 1 - h, if J2 = 1,
X3 ~ yz-i(3)+ 1 ~ h, if 53=0,
-X4 - JT-i(3)+ 1 - l3, if S3 = 1,
^4-Jt->(4) + 1 ~k
Then pT:S2:S3gives a bijection of/, onto ^^(f)- Hereafter we consider ^S2jSj( )













From the following table
:
we


















Af(PToi,o(0) is equal to
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(i,S2,Sl) (to, 1,0) (T3,l,0)
MAp) -x4 + yi + yz + j>4
-3 + h + h + k -3 + h + h + k
M2(p) 2x3 + *4 + yi - y-i- y*
+1 + h - h - k
2x3 +x4+y2-y3-y4
+ 1 +iy -h -U
M3(p) (-2x3 + x4- y2+yi -y*
+1 - h +13 - k) + 1-/2-/3+4)
MAp)
+1 -i2 -h + i4)
(-2x3 + *4 - yi - yi + y*
+1 - i2 + h - k)
t P = Pz,S2,S3(0




g;,i,i(o = G;,utf)> g;i0,i(o - e;,0,i(a g;,i,o(o = g;,i,o(o.
Gr
Ifi,i^)=
Gi,i,i(o. g;,0>o(o = g;,o,0(o. g;,i,o(o = G*4li>0(a
g;,iii(o = g;4,i,i(o.
Thus by (8), we have
jvr(v)(a = g;i0,o(o + e;,0,o(o - g;>0>0(0 - g;,0,o(o
+ g;0>0,i(o + g;i0,i(o - g;,o,i(o - g;Si0ii(O-
Now we consider ^Tv0)0)0(0 and ^3,0,0(0- From ^3(^t3,o,o(0) ~ ^4(^3,0,0(0) =
2(jc3 - x4 + J3 - J4 - 13 + U) > 2, we have




^3(^3,0,0(0) - ^3(^0,0,0(0) = 2(X3 - X4 - J3 + 14) > 2,
M3(/jT3,o,o(0) - ^4(iVo,o(0) = 2(j3 -74) > 0,
hold for any / e Iv, we have M(/?To,o,o(0) ^ ^(^3,0,0(0) and ^(^,0,0(0) =
^(Pt3,o,o(0) (mod 2) for any f e Jv Namely ^"T3v)O,o(^)is a subset of ^ovAo(<O and
■^oVoo(£)V^3v,o,o(f)
is the set of mteSral quadraples i= (iui2,h,U) e Iv satisfying
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M3{pT3flfl(i))> xi-yi + l-h> M(profifi(i))
xi-yi + l-h= M2(/>To,o,o(0)(mod 2).
Similarly^oO?) is a subset of ^(Z) and ^4v|0>o(0＼^v|0,o(0is the set of
integralquadruples i = (h,i2,h,U) e / satisfying
{
M3(pTuofi(i)) > xi - y＼+ 1 - ii > M(/?T4)0,o(0),
x＼-y＼ + ＼-i＼= M2(pTlfifi(i)) (mod 2).
From M2{pT4flfl(i))- M3(pufifi(i)) = 2(x2 -x3+y2-y3- h + 13) > 2, we
have




M2(/?T4,o,o(0)- M2(/>TO)o,o(0)= 2(*2 - x3 - 12+ 13) > 2,
M2(a4,o,o(0) - ^3(^0,0,0(0) = 2(j2 -73) > 2,
Af4(/?T4)0)o(0)= ^4(/>t0)o,o(0)≫
hold for any iS/v, we have M(pT4>0fo(0)^^(^,o,o(0)- Thus (^Ov0o(0＼^4voo(£)) 2
(^,0,0(0^,0,0(0) and (^:o,o(0＼^:o,o(0)＼^3V,o,o(0＼^1v,o1o(0) is the set of
integral quadruples i = (/i,i2,13,14)e Iv satisfying
{
min{JW2(/>T4,o)o(0)>^3(/>T3,o)o(0)} > X＼- y＼- h + 1 > M(pTofifi(i))
xi-yi-h + l- M(pzofifl(i)) = 0 (mod 2).
By a similar argument, we can show that
^Vi(0＼^v,o,i(0 2 ^oVi(0＼^5Vi(0
and ^3V,o,i(0＼^2v,o,i(£)2 ^Ov,o,i(0＼^5v,o,i(£)is the set of integral quadruples j =
U1J2J3J4) e/v satisfying
{
min{M2(/?T2,0,i(y)),M3(pro,o,i(j)) > *i -y＼ -j＼ + 1 > M(pr3toti(j)),
x＼- yx -71 + 1 - M(pT2 n 1(7)) = 0 (mod 2).
If we put j＼
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for any i e Iv. Thus {(^o^U^flA^UKo,i^)＼Ko^)) is a subset of
((^0v,oIo(a＼^:o>o(0＼^:o!o(^)＼^1vIo)o(^))) and Nv(fi + S) Is the number of Integral
quadruples i = (hji^hih) satisfying
(9)
{ min{hi,h2,hi} > x＼- b＼- h -9/2 >max{h, I2,h,k}
xi-bi- h - 9/2 = hi (mod 2)
where we put
h＼= Mi {pZ3totiU)) = -X2 + x3 + x4 + b2 + b3 + h4 + h - h - U + 7/2,
h2 = M2(/>T4)o,o(0)= X2 ~ *3 + x4 + b2 - h - hA - h + h - U + 3/2,
h = M3{pT3:O,o(i))= x2 + x3-x4-h2 + b3-b4- h - h + k - l/2>
h = Mi(pTo,ofiU)) = ~X2 -X3-x4 + b2 + h3 + h4 + i2 + h + k + 3/2,
h = M2(pToAO(j)) = -x2 + x3+x4 + b2-h3-b4 + i2 - i3 - k + 3/2,
h = M3(/?TO!o,o(y))= X2 - *3 + x4 - b2 + b3 - b4 - h + h - k - 1/2,
k = ^4(^10,0,0(7))= x2 + x3 - x4 - b2 - b3 + b4 - h - h + k ~ 5/2.
Thus we have the following
Theorem 4. The multiplicity m(A,fi) of Vk(/j) in VG(X) is given by
(10) m(X,[i)=N,+s(!i + 5)+N{1+sr([i + S)-N{x+sr({i + d)
where
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X +3 = (ai + 1l/2)ei + (a2 + 5/2)g2 + (a3 + 3/2)fi3+ (a4 + l/2)s4
n+sy =
a＼ + ≪2 + ≪3 - R＼ + 9
2
ei +




O＼+C12 +≪3 +fl4+ 10
2
+
a＼- a2 + 03 - ≪4 + 4
2





a＼ ― 02 ― 03 ― 04 + 1
2
a＼+ a2 - 03 - ≪4 + 6
£3 +
2





and Nv(fi + S) is the number of integral quadruples
i = (h, i2,h, k) e ([1, x＼- x2] x [1,x2 - x3] x [1, x3 - x4] x [1,2x4]) f)Z4
satisfying
(11)
b＼+ b2 + bj,+ h + h + h - h - U - *i - *2 + x3 + x4 + 8 > 0,
b＼+ b2 - 63 - h + i＼- ?2 + 13 - U ~ x＼ + X2 - x3 + x4 + 6 > 0,
&1 - &2 + &3 - &4 + ?1 - ?2 - **3+ I4 - Xi + X2 + X3 - X4 + 4 > 0,
-b＼ - h2 - h - 64 - i'i- i2 - h - 14 + xi + x2 + x3 + X4 - 6 > 0,
-b＼ -h2 + b3 + b4- h - 22 + 13 + 14 + xi + X2 - x3 - x4 - 6 > 0,
―b＼+ b2 - h?,+ b$ ―i＼4-12 - h + U + x＼ - x2 + x3 - X4 - 4 > 0,
-b＼ + b2 + &3 - ^4 - *'i+ ?2 + h - k + xi - X2 - x3 + X4 - 2 > 0,
Proposition 1. Let v = Ylt=i xigi he an integral weight with x＼>X2>
X3 > X4 > 0 and /i = Ylt=＼b'£i be a dominant integral weight of Spin{9) with
b3 +&4 = 0. Then Nv(/i + S) is the number of integral quadruples
i = (11,i2,h, U) e ([1, xi - x2] x [1, x2 - x3] x [1,x3 - x4] x [1, 2x4]) flZ4
satisfying
<
x＼+ X2 - X3 - X4 - b＼- hi - i＼― h + 13 + 14 - 6 = 0,
X2 ― X4 ― 62 ― 64 ― ?2 + ?4 ―2 > 0,
-x2 + X3 + h2 - b3 + h - 13 + 1 ^ 0,
―xi + X4 + b2 ― 64 4-12 ― ?4 + 2 > 0.
Proposition 2. Let v = Ylt=＼x'e≪ be an integral weight with x＼ > xj >
X3 > X4 > 0 and jx ― Yli=＼^i£≪be a dominant integral weight of Spin(9) with 63 =
Z?4. Then NJ/J. + 8) is the number of integral quadruples
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i = {h, h, h, U) e ([1, x＼ - x2] x [1,x2 - x3] x [1, x3 - x4] x [1,2x4＼)D Z4
satisfying
<
*i ― X2 ― x-i+ JC4― h＼+ &2 ― h + h + h ― U ― 2 = 0,
-X2 + X4 + hj + ^4 + ?2 ― U + 2 > 0,
-x3 + X4 + 62 - ^>3+ h - k + 1 > 0,
X2 + X3 ― hi ― bj,― 12 ― h ― 2 > 0,
xi ― xa ―bi + bA ― h + 14 ― 2 > 0.
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Proof of Proposition 1. Let i = (i"i,12,13,14) be an integral quadruple
satisfying (9). Since h＼―h = 2, we have
min{hi,h2,h} = h＼>x＼-b＼ - i＼-9/2 = h = mnx{li,l2,h,k}.
Inequalities h2>h＼, h>h hold for any i e Iv. From
x＼―b＼― i＼- 9/2 - l2 = x＼+ X2 - X3 - X4 - b＼- b2 ―i＼- i2 + 13 + 14 - 6 = 0,
hi ― h＼= 2(x2 ― X4 ― bi ― b&,― 12 + ?4 ― 2) > 0,
h-h = 2{-x2 + x3 + b2-h + i2 - h + 1) > 0,
h-h = 2(-x2 + X4 + h2-h4 + i2 - U + 2) > 0
we obtain the Proposition. Q.E.D.
4. Spectra of A^CCaP2) (0 < p < 5)
4.1 Multiplicity of irreducible S/n>z(9)-submodules. In order to cal-
culate the spectra of the Laplacian AP(CRP2) (0 <p < 5), we calculate the
multiplicity m(A,/i) of VSpin^9＼fi) in VFa(X) for some classes of the dominant
integral weight fi of K.
Case ju = mnx + ≪/i4.
Lemma 6. Let X = Y^t+i ai£ie ^(^4) ≪≪^ V = ^ + /i^4 e 9{Spin{9)). Then







1 <j < min(-a3 +a4 + m+ 1,2*24+ 1)
≪2+ aj,+ / ―l<m + n<a＼― at +j ―1
}
1 <j < min(-a3 - a* + m, a＼― 02 - a^ ―a＼+ 1)
a2 + a-x+ / - 1 < m + n < a2 + a-x,+ 2a4 + / - 1
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Proof of lemma 6. Let k = J2t=＼xi8ibe an integral weight with x＼> xi >
X3 > X4 > 0 and /i= mfi{ + nfi4= (m/2 + n)e＼+ (m/2)(E2 + £3- £4)be a domi-
nant integral weight of Spin(9). By Proposition 1, Ni(/u+d) is the number of
integral quadruples
i= (11,12,13,14)e ([l,xi -x2] x [I,x2-x3] x [l,x3 - x4] x [l,2x4])flZ4
satisfying
(13) <
*i + X2 ― *3 ― *4 ― m ―n ― U ― U + h + k ― 6 = 0
^2 ―X4 ―ii + £4―2 > 0
-X2 + x3 + h - 13+ 1 > 0





From (13.1) and (13.3), we have ii = X2 - X3, 23 = 1 and z"i= J4 + jci ―
X4 - m - n ― 5. The integral quadruple i = (U + x＼ - X4 - m - n ― 5, X2 ― xi, 1,14)
satisfies (13.2) automatically and satisfies (13.4) if and only if i4 < ―X3 +
X4 + m + 2. The integral quadruple i is contained in [l,xi ― X2] x [1,^2 ―X3] x
[1,X3 ― X4] x [1,2x4] if and only if
X2 ― X4 ― 5 < m + ≪ ― ?4 < xi ― X4 ― 6, 1 < 14 < 2x4.
Thus Ni(u + S) is equal to
' jeZ
1 <j < min(2x4, -X3 + X4 + m + 2)
X2 ―X4 ―5 <m + n ―j < xi ―X4 ―6
We have




1 < j < min(―ai + a$ + m + 1, 2^4 + 1)




1 < j < min(―£?3 + a4 + m + 1, 2^4 + 1)
a2 ― 04 ― 3 <m + n ―j < d2 + a-x,―2
1 < k < -fl3 +04+/W+ 1,
2^4 + 2 < k < a＼ ― ai ―≪3 ―≪4+ 2
#2 ―^4 ― 3<m + ≪ ― A:<fl2 + ^3~ 2
}
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jeZ
'
1 < j < min(―≪3 + 04 + m + 1,la^ + 1)
ai + ai ― 1 < m + n ―j < a＼― a^ ― 1
jeZ
We obtain the Lemma
}
%+*t(a≪+<5) = #
1 < k < min(―ai, ― a&,+ m, a＼―≪2 ―^3 ― o.a+ 1)





1 < k < min(―≪3 ―a&,+ m, a＼― ai ― 03 ―a$ + 1)
≪2 + ≪4 ― 2 < m + n ―i < aj + a-x― 2




Theorem 5. Let X = £,ti ≪,-e,-e 0(^4) fl≪</ju = ri{i4e @(Spin(9)). If a3 = a4
and aj + as < n < a＼ ―a3 then the multiplicity m(X, fi) is equal to 1 otherwise
m(l,u) is equal to 0.
Theorem 6. Let X = £,ii a&i e @(F4). If ju = juY+ npi4e @(Spin(9)), then





At >0 a2 + ci3-l <n<a＼ -Ua-I 1
0 aA> ＼ ≪2 + ≪3 < n < a＼ - a-} - 1 2
n = ≪2 + #3 ― 1 or n = a＼ ― a± 1
aa =0 O7 < n < a＼ - 1 1
otherwise 0
Theorem 7. Let X = X),t=iaid-e ^C^O- If ii = 2px+ n/i4e 9{Spin{9)), then





2 ay + a-x ― 2 < n < a＼ ― at, ― 2 1
1 a4> ＼ n = ar + a-x― 2 or a＼ ― a&, ― 1 1
≪2+ ≪3- 1 < n < a＼- a4 - 2 2
a4 = 0 a-y < n < a＼ - 2 1
0 a4 > 1,
a＼ > ai + ≪3 4-≪4
ai + fih < n < a＼ ―a* ― 2 3
n = ai + a% - 1 or a＼ ― cia ― 1 2
n = ay + a% ― 2 or a＼ ― a$ 1
aA > 1,
a＼ = ar + a-x + ^4
a2 + a% - 2 < n < a＼ - at, 1
d2 + ＼<n<a＼-＼ 2
≫ = ≪2 ― 3 Or a＼~＼
1
fl4 = 0, a＼ > 02 + 1 a.2<n <a＼ -2 1
otherwise 0
Proof of Theorem 5. The second term of (12) is equal to 0, for
min(―≪3 ― 04 + m, a＼ ―ai ― a^ ― a$ +1) = ―a^ ― a&,< 0. Since min(―a-x, + a&,+1,
2^4 + 1) < 1 (the equality holds if and only if a^ ― a^) the first term of (12) is
less than or equal to 1. The first term of (12) is equal to 1 if and only if as = a$
and a2 + a-} < n < a＼― a&,. Thus we obtain the theorem. Q.E.D.
Similarly we can prove Theorem 6 and Theorem 7. So we omit the proof of
them.
Case h = w^3 + nfi4. In this case, we can prove the following by a similar
manner to the proof of lemma 6.
Lemma 7. Let k = Ylt=i aisi e @{Fa) and H = m/i3 + nju4 e 9{Spin(9)). Then
the multiplicity m(X,u) of VSpin{?＼ii) in VFaU) is equal to
･I
jeN
1 < j < a2 - a3 + 1
a2 ― a4 ― m + 1 <j<a2 + ci4― m+l
≪3 + ga ― 1 < m + n ―i < a＼― ar ― 1
-#
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ijeN
1 <j <a2 -a3 + 1
fl2+ ≪4 ― m + 2 < 7 < a＼― a3 ― m + 2
≪3 - ≪4 - 2 < w + n -j < as + a$ ― 2
1
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Using the above lemma, we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 8. Let X = Y^t=＼ai£ie ^C^O- V H = fii+nfi4e @(Spin(0)), then




1 fib + ≪3 ― 2 < n < a＼ ― a± ― 2 1
0 ay = a% = a± > 0 ay ―1 <n < a: ―a? ―1 1
ci2> ax = a* > 0 n = ao + qa ―2 orn = a＼―a* ― 1 1
≪2 + #3 ― 1 < n < a＼ ― a-x ― 2 2
ai > ≪3 = a* = 0 a-> ― 1 < n < a＼ ― 2 1
otherwise 0
Case /i= mfi2+ n/i4(m = 1,2).
Theorem 9. Let X = YH=＼ai&ie@{F*)- V f1= ^2 + Wa g @(Spin(9)), then




1 a? + cid < n < a＼ - 03 - 1 2
n = ai + ua ― 1 or n = a＼ ― a% 1
0 a2> a-i=ci4>＼ ≪2 + ≪4 - 1 < n < a＼ - a-＼― 1 2
a2 = a-?,= a4 >
＼
a-i + ≪4 ― 1 < n < a＼ ― a-＼― 1 1
≪2 > ≪3 ― <*4 = 0 ut ― 1 <n <a＼ ― 1 1
otherwise 0
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Theorem 10. Let X = VjL <*,-£,-e 9{FA). If n = 2/i2+ nju4e @(Spin(9)), then




2 a＼> ay + a% + qa n = ay + a* ― 2 or a＼― a$
1
n = a-y + oa - 1 or a＼ - a% ― 1 2
ai + ua < n < a＼ - a-x - 2 3
a＼ = ay + a-x + a* a? + ≪4 - 2 < n < a＼ - C3 1
1 O2 - a^ >l,O4 > h n = ai + a& ― 2 or a＼ ―a-x ― 1 2
ar + qa - 1 < n < a＼- a% - 2 4
d7 ― a* > I,ci4 = 0 n = ar ― 2 or a,＼― 2 1
a2 - 1 < n < a＼- 3 2
a2 = ≪3,≪4 >
＼ n = a2 + ≪4 - 2 or a＼ - a3 ― 1 1
ai + ai - 1 < n < a＼- a% - 2 2
0 ct2 - a-$ > 2, a4 > 1 ai + at, ― 2 < n < a＼ - a% - 2 3
fl2 - a-i > 2, a4 ―
＼ ay + a* ― 2 < n < a＼ ―≪3 ― 2 2
a2-ai = l,a4=＼ ai + a* - 2 < n < a＼- a% - 2
2
≪2 ―≪3 = 1, <24 > 1 ai + at, ― 2 < n < a＼ ― a^ ― 2 1
a? =03,04 > 1 ≪2 + ≪4 - 2 < n < a＼ ― a-x,― 2
1
a4 = 0 ay ― 2 <n <a＼ ― 2 1
otherwise 0
Proof of Theorem 9. Let pt = /u24- nfi4 e @(Spin(9)). Then, for an integral
weight v = J2t=i xi£i(xi > X2 > *3 > X4), Nv(/i + S) is the number of integral
quadruples
i = (h, 12,h, U) e Iv = ([1, x＼- x2] x [1,x2 - x3] x [1, x3 - x4] x [1,2x4]) n Z4
satisfying
(14)
x＼+ x2 - X3 - x4 - n - h - h + h + k - 8 = 0,
X2 ―X4 ―3 = ii ―hi
ii ―h > X2 ―X3 ―2.
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The integral quadruples i satisfying ?2 < xi ―*3,*3 > 1 and (14) are as follows;
*(1)= {x＼-xi-n-A,X2- *3,1, -X3 + x4 + 3),
j(2)= (*! ―X2 ―fl―4,Xi ―X3 ―1, 1,―X3 + X4 + 2),
i(3)= (x＼- x2 - n - 3,x2 - x3,2, -x3 + x4 + 3).
Since
iVv(^ + {5) = #{jfe|iWe/v},
by examining the condition i^> e Iv, we obtain the following
X3 -Xa Condition NvU + d)
2 *2 ― *3 ― 3 < n < x＼ ― x-x ― 5 2
n = X2 - x-i - 4 or xi - x* ― 4 1
1 X7 - *3 > 2, Xa > 1 Xi ― Xi ― 4 < n < x＼ ― x% ― 5 2
*2 - *3 > 2, X4 > ＼ Xi ― X3 ― 4 < n < x＼ ― x-} ― 5 1
X2 ― X-} = 1, Jt4 = 1 X2 ― Xi ― 4 < n < x＼ ― X3 ― 5 1
otherwise 0
For each case v = A + S, v = (A + <5)* and v = (2 + S)**, we have
'2, if as ― ≪4 = 1, a2 ― as ― 2 < n < a＼ ― a^ ― 1,
1, if as ― CI4 = 1, n = ci2 ― CI3 ― 3 or ai ― as,
AT
, , .. 2, if a2 > fl3 = ≪4 >
I,
fl2 - fl3 - 3 < ≪ < fli - ≪3 - 1,
1, if fl2 > #3 = 04 = 0, fl2 ― #3 ― 3 < ≪ < fll ― #3 ― 1,
1, if O2 = 03 = 04 > 0,02 - as - 3 < n < a＼ - as ― 1,
w 0, otherwise.
f 1, if tf3 = £?4= 0
10, otherwise.
Nn+3r(/i + d) = <
, n = 02 ― ai ― 3 or aj ― 04 ― 2,
2, if a3 ―≪4 = 1,≪2 ―≪3 ―2 < ≪ < ai + ≪4 ― 2,
1, if ≪3 ―≪4 = 1,n = a.2― as ― 3 or ai + fl4 ― 1,
2, if a2 > ai ― 04,≪2 ― ^3 ― 3 < n < ai + a^ ― 1,
1, if ≪2 = ≪3 = ≪45^ 2 ―≪3 ― 3 < n < a.2+ a* ― 2,
0, otherwise.
Thus we obtain the theorem from (10) Q.E.D
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Though they are much complicated, we can prove theorem 10 and the
following theorem 11 by similar manner to the proof of theorem 9. So we omit
the proof of them.
Case fi= /il+ pi2+ nji4.
Theorem 11. Let 2.= ^f=l atete 9{FA). If p = pLY+ /i2+ n/i4e @(Spin{9)),




2 n = a? + at ―1 or a＼- a^ 1
a2 + at,< n < a＼- a% - 1 2
1 a2 > fl3> 1, n = ay + a* - 2 or a＼- aj 1
n ― ai + oa ― 1 or a＼ - a% - 1 4
ai+an <n <a＼ ―aj,― ＼ 5
&2 > ai > 1> n = a2 + o,a ― 2 or a＼ ― a^
1
n = ay + a* - 1 3
fl2 > ^3 = 1,
a＼ > a? + ≪3 + 04
n = ay ― 1 or a＼ ― 2 2
a2 ―l<n<a＼-3 3
<*2 ― a3 > 1;
a＼ - ai + a3 + *?4
n = a? - 1 1
ai = ai > 1
a＼ > a? + 03 + ≪4
n ― ay + ua ― 2 or a＼ ―03 1
n = a? + #4 - 1 or fli - ≪3 - 1 3
n = a-> + dA < a＼ ― a% ― 2 4
Q2 = ≪3 > 1,
a＼= a? + ^3 + ^4
n = a? + ≪4 - 2 or a＼ - a?, 1
n ― fli ― a-x ― 1 2
a2 = a% = 1 1 <n = a＼-3 2
a2 ― a-x = 1, a＼ > 3 n = 0 or a＼ ― 2 1




0 ≪2 > a-i > 5 n = a? + #4 ― 2 or a＼ ―aj ― 1 2
ai+ a* ― 1 <n < a＼―ai ―2 4
ai > ≪3 = 5 n = aj + C4 ― 2 or a＼ ―a＼ ― 1 1
≪2 + #4 ― 1 < n < a＼ ― #3 ― 2 3
a＼ > ai > a* = 0 n = ai ― 1 or a＼ ― 2 1
ai = <*3 >
＼
n = a2 + ≪4 ― 2 or a＼ ―a-i ― 1 1
fl2 + #4 ― 1 <n <a＼ ― a-$ ― 2 2
a2 = a-i=＼ n < at - ＼ 1
otherwise 0
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4.2 Spectra of the Laplacian. We denote by Ap the Laplacian acting on
p-fonns on the Cayley projective plane. The set of eigenvalues of Ap is given as
follows (see [3]);
{<A + 25,Xy＼Xe D(G), dimc Hom*^ T0(CRP2f, VF*(X)) # 0}
By using Theorem 5-11, we can find all of the irreducible F4-modules
VF*{X) satisfying ＼LomK{f＼pT0(CaP2)c, VF*{X)) ^ 0. We give a listof them in
table 2.
Remark. (1) Dimension of the complex irreducible representation




(ai +a2 + 8)(fli - a2 + 3)(≪i + a2 + a3 + aA + 10)
x {a＼ + a2 + ai ― a4 + 9)(oi + a2 - ai + ≪4 + 7)(a＼ + a2 - a?, - qa + 6)
x (a＼ - a2 + a3+a4 + 5)(a＼ - a2 + a3 - a4 + 4)(a＼ - a2 - a3 + a4 + 2)
x (ai - 02 - fl3- fl4+ l)(fli + ≪3 + 7)(ai - a3 + 4)(≪i + a4 + 6)
X (fl! - 04 + 5)(fl2 + ^3 + 4)(fl2 - ≪3 + l)(02 + O4 + 3)(fl2 - ≪4 + 2)
x (03 + a4 + 2)(o3 - a4 + I)(2fl4 + l)(2o3 + 3)(2a2 + 5)(2oi + 11)
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(2) The firsteigenvalue of the Laplacian A^ acting on p-fonn (0 < p < 5) on
the Cayley proiective plane CaP2 is
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Table 2: Spectra of the Laplacian Ap on C&P2.
p highest weight eigenvalue mult.
0 kh (k > 0) k2 + llk 1
1
Xi+kh (k>0) k2 + 13k+W 1
A3 + kkA (k > 0) k1 + Uk + 24 1
kh, Ik > 1) k2 + Uk 1
2 Ai + h + A:>1, (k > 0) k2 + 16k + 46 1
Ai + kk4 (k > 0) k2 + l3k+lS 2(k>＼)
l(* = 0)
h + kh (k > 0) k2 + l5k + 36 2
h + kl4 (k > 0) k2 + Uk + 24 2
3 Xi+X2+ kh {k > 0) A:2 + 17A; + 60 1
h + A3 + kh (k > 0) k2 + l6k + 46 3
h + h+ kit, (k > 0) k2 + Wc + 6& 1
2Ai +kk (k> 0) k2 + l5k + 40 1
2A3 + kh (k> 0) k2 + l7k +54 2
Xi+kXs, (k>l) k2 + l3k+lS 2
h + kXA (k > 0) k2 + l5k + 36 3 (/c > 1)
2(* = 0)
h +kh (k> 0) k2 + Uk + 24 3(k>＼)
l(* = 0)





p highest weight eigenvalue mult.
4 2h + kh (k> 0) k2 + 19k + 84 1
Ai+2A3+U≫ (£>0) k2 + 19k + 80 1
Xi + h + kU (k > 0) k2 + Ilk + 60 2
2Ai + kh, (k> 0) k2 + 15k + 40 3(k>＼)
2(* = 0)
2A3 + kh (k > 0) k2 + llk +54 6 (k > 1)
5(* = 0)
h + kh (k>＼) Jt2 + 15Jfc+ 36 2
Ai+Ui (^>1) k2 + Uk+＼S 3 (k > 3)
2(k=l,2)
kXA (k > 2) k2 + llk 3 (k > 5)
2(fc = 3,4)
2Ai + h + kX4 (k > 0) k2 + ＼Sk + 72 1
3A3 + U≫ (k > 0) k2 + 20k + 90 1
h + h + kkA {k > 0) Jt2+ 18& + 68 3
h+h+ kh (k > 0) k2 + 16k + 46 5(k>l)
4 Ik = 0)
h + kkA (k > 0) k2 + 14k + 24 5 (k > 2)
4(*=1)
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Table 2 (continued)
p highest weight eigenvalue mult.
5 3Ai +kX4 (k> 0) k2 + llk +66
1
h + 2h + kXA (k > 0) A:2+ 21A:+106 1
2h + kkA (k > 0) k2 + 19k + 84 1
L + 2A3 + kX4 (k > 0) k2 + l9k + &0 4
Xi + h + kXA (k > 0) k2 + llk + 60 3 (k > 1)
2(* = 0)
2Ai + kh (k > 0) k2 + l5k + 4Q 3 (k > 1)
l(fc = O)
2h +kU (k> 0) k2 + ＼lk + 5A 7 (k > 1)
4 (k = 0)
h + kkA (k > 0) k2 + l5k + 36 6 Ik > 2)
5(*=1)
2(k = 0)
h+kU (k>＼) k2 + l3k+l% 5(k>3)
2(k = ＼,2)
kh (k > 2) it2 + HA: 3(k>5)
1 (fc = 3,4)
Xi + h + h + kh (k > 0) k2 + 20k + 96 1
2Ai + h + kXA (k > 0) k2 + l$k + 12 2
3A3 + kh (k > 0) k2 + 20k + 90 3
h + h+ kh (k > 0) A:2+ 18fc + 68 5 (k > 1)
4 (k = 0)
Ai + A3 + kkA (k > 0) k2 + l6k + 46 8 (k > 1)
4 (A: = 0)
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